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Introduction
This Annual Policy for 2012-13 is set in a
challenging macroeconomic environment. At the global
level, concerns about a crisis have abated somewhat
since the Third Quarter Review (TQR) in January 2012.
The US economy continues to show signs of modest
recovery. Large scale liquidity infusions by the
European Central Bank (ECB) have significantly reduced
stress in the global financial markets. However, recent
developments, for example in Spain, indicate that the
euro area sovereign debt problem will continue to weigh
on the global economy. Growth risks have emerged in
emerging and developing economies (EDEs). And,
amidst all these, crude oil prices have risen by about
10 per cent since January and show signs of persisting
at current levels.
2. Domestically, the state of the economy is a matter
of growing concern. Though inflation has moderated
in recent months, it remains sticky and above the
tolerance level, even as growth has slowed. Significantly,
these trends are occurring in a situation in which
concerns over the fiscal deficit, the current account
deficit and deteriorating asset quality loom large. In
this context, the challenge for monetary policy is to
maintain its vigil on controlling inflation while being
sensitive to risks to growth and other vulnerabilities.
3. In the above context, this Statement should be
read and understood together with the detailed review
in Macroeconomic and Monetary Developments
released yesterday by the Reserve Bank.
4. This Statement is organised in two parts. Part A
covers Monetary Policy and is divided into four
Sections: Section I provides an overview of global and
domestic macroeconomic developments; Section II sets
out the outlook and projections for domestic growth,
*
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inflation and monetary aggregates; Section III explains
the stance of monetary policy; and Section IV specifies
the monetary and liquidity measures. Part B covers
developmental and regulatory policies and is organised
into five sections: Financial Stability (Section I),
Financial Markets (Section II), Credit Delivery and
Financial Inclusion (Section III), Regulatory and
Supervisory Measures for Commercial Banks (Section
IV) and Institutional Developments (Section V).

Part A. Monetary Policy
I. The State of the Economy
Global Economy
5. Global macroeconomic conditions have shown
signs of modest improvement. In the US, the GDP
growth [quarter-on-quarter (q-o-q), seasonally adjusted
annualised rate (saar)] accelerated to 3.0 per cent in Q4
of 2011. Consumer spending has been improving. While
the unemployment rate has been trending down,
concerns remain about the sustainability of this trend.
6. The immediate pressures on the financial markets
in the euro area have been alleviated to a large extent
by the ECB injecting liquidity of more than one trillion
euro through two long-term refinancing operations.
However, a sustainable solution to the euro area debt
problem is yet to emerge. GDP growth (q-o-q, saar) in
the euro area declined by 1.2 per cent in Q4 of 2011.
The fiscal correction necessitated by the large public
debt levels, tightening of credit conditions and
persistently high unemployment have added to the
downward pressure on the economic activity in the
euro area.
7. Growth also slowed down in EDEs reflecting the
combined impact of monetary tightening and slowdown
in global growth. As regards BRICS, GDP growth [yearon-year (y-o-y)] in China declined from an average of
9.6 per cent in the first half of 2011 to 8.1 per cent in
Q1 of 2012. The slowdown in growth was also sharp in
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Brazil in Q4 of 2011, but relatively modest in Russia
and South Africa.
8. Headline measures of inflation in major advanced
economies continued to soften in March 2012. Amongst
the BRICS, while headline inflation moderated in Brazil
and Russia in March, it edged up in China.
9. International crude oil prices have surged since
the beginning of 2012 reflecting both geo-political
concerns and abundant global liquidity. The price of
Brent variety of crude rose from US$ 111 per barrel in
January to over US$ 120 per barrel by mid-April.
Similarly, the price of the average Indian basket of crude
increased from US$ 110 per barrel to US$ 119 per barrel
during the same period.

Domestic Economy
10. GDP growth moderated to 6.1 per cent during Q3
of 2011-12 from 6.9 per cent in Q2 and 8.3 per cent in
the corresponding quarter of 2010-11. This was mainly
due to moderation in industrial growth from 2.8 per
cent in Q2 to 0.8 per cent in Q3. The services sector
held up relatively well (with growth being 8.7 per cent
in both Q2 and Q3 of 2011-12). Overall, GDP growth
during April-December 2011 slowed significantly to 6.9
per cent from 8.1 per cent in the corresponding period
of the previous year.
11. On the demand side, gross fixed capital formation
contracted in Q2 (-4.0 per cent) and Q3 (-1.2 per cent)
of 2011-12. The government final consumption
expenditure increased by 6.1 per cent in Q2 and 4.4
per cent in Q3. Private final consumption increased by
2.9 per cent in Q2 and 6.2 per cent in Q3.
12. Growth in the index of industrial production (IIP)
decelerated to 3.5 per cent during 2011-12 (AprilFebruary) from 8.1 per cent in the corresponding period
of the previous year. In terms of use-based classification,
while capital goods and intermediate goods sectors
registered negative growth of 1.8 per cent and 0.9 per
cent, respectively, the growth of the consumer durables
sector decelerated to 2.7 per cent. These trends suggest
that activity may have expanded slower than 6.9 per
cent in Q4 implied in the advance estimates of GDP.
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13. For the month of March 2012, the manufacturing
purchasing managers’ index (PMI) moderated to 54.7
from 56.6 in February reflecting lower new orders. The
composite (both manufacturing and services) PMI also
moderated to 53.6 in March from 57.8 in February.
14. According to the Reserve Bank’s order books,
inventories and capacity utilisation survey (OBICUS),
new orders and capacity utilisation of the manufacturing
sector increased in Q3 of 2011-12 as compared with the
previous quarter. Business confidence, as measured by
the business expectations indices of the Reserve Bank’s
industrial outlook survey, showed a pick-up in the
business sentiment in Q4 of 2011-12, but a marginal
moderation in Q1 of 2012-13.
15. Headline wholesale price index (WPI) inflation,
which remained above 9 per cent during AprilNovember 2011, moderated to 6.9 per cent by endMarch 2012, consistent with the Reserve Bank’s
indicative projection of 7 per cent. However, while the
moderation in inflation in December-January owed
largely to softening of food prices, the moderation in
February-March was largely driven by core non-food
manufactured products inflation, which fell below 5
per cent for the first time after two years.
16. Food articles inflation, which was 8.1 per cent
during April-December 2011, briefly turned negative in
January 2012 reflecting the seasonal decline in food
prices, particularly of vegetables, combined with a high
base effect. However, it increased sharply to 6.1 per
cent in February and further to 9.9 per cent in March
2012 with the wearing-off of the base effect and rise in
vegetables prices. Inflation in protein-based items –
‘eggs, fish and meat’, milk and pulses remained high,
reflecting persistent structural demand-supply
imbalances.
17. Fuel inflation moderated from over 15 per cent in
November-December 2011 to 10.4 per cent in March
2012 even as global crude oil prices rose sharply,
reflecting the absence of commensurate pass-through
to domestic consumers. However, mirroring the high
international crude oil prices, inflation in respect of
non-administered mineral oils remained elevated at
19.8 per cent in March.
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18. Non-food manufactured products inflation, which
was 8.4 per cent in November 2011, decelerated
significantly to 5.8 per cent in February and further to
4.7 per cent in March 2012. This reflected both a
slowdown in domestic demand and softening of global
non-oil commodity prices. The momentum indicator
of non-food manufactured products inflation (seasonally
adjusted 3-month moving average inflation rate) also
showed a declining trend.
19. Notably, consumer price index (CPI) inflation (as
measured by the new series, base year: 2010) increased
sharply from 7.7 per cent in January to 8.8 per cent in
February reflecting a reversal in food inflation. CPI,
excluding food and fuel, was in double digits, suggesting
that price pressures were still high at the retail level.
Driven by food prices, inflation based on other CPIs
reversed its declining trend of previous four months
to increase in February. According to the latest round
of household survey conducted by the Reserve Bank,
inflation expectations, although still elevated, have
moderated after rising for the previous three quarters.
20. An analysis of corporate performance during Q3
of 2011-12, based on a common sample of 2,352 nongovernment, non-financial companies, indicates that
sales growth was relatively robust even after adjusting
for inflation. However, earnings before depreciation,
interest and tax (EBDITA) and profit after tax (PAT)
margins continued on the downward trajectory that
began earlier in the year. These patterns suggest a
steady decline in the pricing power, as producers found
it increasingly difficult to pass on rising input costs to
their customers.
21. Money supply (M3) growth, which was 17 per cent
at the beginning of the financial year 2011-12, reflecting
strong growth in time deposits, moderated during the
course of the year to about 13 per cent by end-March
2012, lower than the Reserve Bank’s indicative
trajectory of 15.5 per cent, mirroring both tightness in
primary liquidity and lower credit demand during most
part of the year.
22. Non-food credit growth decelerated from 22.1 per
cent at the beginning of 2011-12 to 15.4 per cent by
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February 2012 reflecting slower economic activity.
However, it picked up to 16.8 per cent in March, higher
than the indicative projection of 16 per cent.
Disaggregated data up to February 2012 showed that
the deceleration in credit growth was broad-based
across agriculture, industry, services and personal
loans. The pick-up in non-food bank credit towards the
year-end was on account of increased credit flow to
agriculture and industry. Net bank credit to the Central
Government increased at a significantly higher rate of
15.7 per cent in 2011-12 as compared with 8.4 per cent
in the previous year reflecting higher borrowings.
23. Mirroring tight liquidity conditions and higher
cost of borrowings from banks, corporates increased
their recourse to non-bank sources, especially foreign
direct investment (FDI) and commercial paper.
Consequently, despite lower bank credit expansion (in
absolute terms), the total flow of financial resources to
the commercial sector was higher at `12.7 trillion
during 2011-12 as compared with `12.4 trillion during
the previous year.
24. During 2011-12, modal deposit rates of major
scheduled commercial banks (SCBs) increased by 45
basis points (bps), and their modal base rates by 125
bps. Weighted average lending rates of five major public
sector banks increased from 11.0 per cent in March
2011 to 12.8 per cent by September 2011 and remained
broadly at that level in February 2012, suggesting that
bank lending rates were broadly following the policy
rate signal.
25. Liquidity conditions remained in a deficit mode
throughout 2011-12. However, beginning November
2011, the liquidity deficit went beyond the comfort
level of (+)/(-) one per cent of net demand and time
liabilities (NDTL) of banks. Average net injection of
liquidity under the daily liquidity adjustment facility
(LAF) increased from around `0.5 trillion during AprilSeptember 2011 to around `1.4 trillion during February
2012 and further to `1.6 trillion during March 2012,
partly reflecting a build-up in government cash
balances. In order to mitigate the liquidity tightness,
the Reserve Bank took steps to inject primary liquidity
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of a more durable nature. It conducted open market
operations (OMOs) aggregating around `1.3 trillion
between November 2011 and March 2012. Further, the
cash reserve ratio (CRR) was reduced by 125 basis points
(50 basis points effective January 28, 2012 and 75 basis
points effective March 10, 2012), injecting primary
liquidity of about `0.8 trillion. Reflecting these
measures, combined with decline in government cash
balances, the net injection of liquidity under the LAF,
which peaked at `2.0 trillion on March 30, 2012,
declined sharply to `0.7 trillion on April 13, 2012.
26. The revised estimates of Central Government
finances for 2011-12 showed that key deficit indicators
deviated significantly from the budget estimates (BE).
The Union Budget for 2012-13 initiated a return to a
fiscal consolidation path by committing to amend the
Fiscal Responsibility and Budget Management (FRBM)
Act, 2003. Significantly, it also signalled an intention
to restrict the expenditure on subsidies to under 2 per
cent of GDP in 2012-13. These measures will go a long
way in helping to achieve credible medium-term fiscal
consolidation. In the current year, the targeted 0.8
percentage point decline in the fiscal deficit-GDP ratio,
however, will hinge critically on substantive actions on
fuel and fertiliser subsidies.
27. The 10-year benchmark government security yield
remained range-bound during the first half of 2011-12.
It firmed up in October 2011 on account of increased
market borrowing, policy rate hikes and persistent
liquidity tightness. The yield hardened again somewhat
towards end of March 2012 reflecting concerns about
government borrowing programme in 2012-13, which
is significantly larger than even the expanded
programme of 2011-12. The 10-year benchmark yield
was at 8.6 per cent on April 13, 2012 as compared with
8.0 per cent at end-March 2011.
28. During April-December 2011, India’s current
account deficit (CAD) widened to US$ 53.7 billion (4.0
per cent of GDP) from US$ 39.6 billion (3.3 per cent of
GDP) in April-December 2010, largely reflecting a higher
trade deficit. Even though net FDI inflows were higher
in April-December 2011 than in the comparable period
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of the previous year, portfolio flows were lower,
resulting in a decline in overall capital inflows as
compared with the previous year. Consequently, there
was a drawdown of reserves to the extent of US$ 7.1
billion during April-December 2011 in contrast to an
accretion of US$ 11.0 billion in the corresponding
period of the previous year.
29. The currency market was under pressure during
August-December 2011 due to a slowdown in capital
inflows reflecting global uncertainty. However,
conditions eased in Q4 of 2011-12 reflecting a pick
up in capital inflows as well as the impact of policy
measures undertaken to improve dollar supply and
contain speculation. During 2011-12, the 6, 30 and
36-currency trade weighted real effective exchange rates
(REER) depreciated in the range of 8-9 per cent,
primarily reflecting the nominal depreciation of rupee
against the US dollar by about 13 per cent.

II. Domestic Outlook and Projections
Growth
30. The advance estimate of the GDP growth of 6.9
per cent for 2011-12 by the Central Statistics Office
(CSO) is close to the Reserve Bank’s baseline projection
of 7.0 per cent.
31. Going forward into 2012-13, assuming a normal
monsoon, agricultural growth could stay close to the
trend level. Industry is expected to perform better than
in last year as leading indicators of industry suggest a
turnaround in IIP growth. The global outlook also looks
slightly better than expected earlier. Overall, the
domestic growth outlook for 2012-13 looks a little better
than in 2011-12. Accordingly, the baseline GDP growth
for 2012-13 is projected at 7.3 per cent (Chart 1).
32. An important issue in this regard is the economy’s
trend rate of growth, i.e., the rate that can be sustained
over longer periods without engendering demand-side
inflationary pressures. Recent growth and inflation
patterns suggest that the trend rate of growth has
declined from its pre-crisis peak. Even though growth
has fallen significantly in the past three quarters, our
projections suggest that the economy will revert close
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to its post-crisis trend growth in 2012-13, which does
not leave much room for monetary policy easing
without aggravating inflation risks.
33. It must be emphasised that the main reason for
the apparent decline in the trend rate of growth relative
to the pre-crisis period is the emergence of significant
supply bottlenecks on a variety of fronts – infrastructure,
energy, minerals and labour. A strategy to increase the
economy’s potential by focussing on these constraints
is an imperative.

Inflation
34. Inflation in 2011-12 evolved broadly along the
trajectory projected by the Reserve Bank. The March
2012 inflation at 6.9 per cent was close to the Reserve
Bank’s indicative projection of 7.0 per cent.
35. Going forward, the inflation scenario remains
challenging. Food inflation, after a seasonal decline,
has risen again. Inflation in respect of protein-based
items remains in double digits. Crude oil prices are
expected to remain high and the pass-through of past
price increases in the international market to domestic
petroleum product prices remains significantly
incomplete. There also remains an element of
suppressed inflation in respect of coal and electricity.
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However, non-food manufactured products inflation is
expected to remain contained reflecting the lagged
effect of past monetary policy tightening on aggregate
demand. Corporate performance numbers also indicate
that the pricing power has reduced. Consequently, the
risk of adjustments in administered prices translating
into generalised inflationary pressures remains limited,
though there is no room for complacency.
36. Keeping in view the domestic demand-supply
balance, the global trends in commodity prices and the
likely demand scenario, the baseline projection for WPI
inflation for March 2013 is placed at 6.5 per cent.
Inflation is expected to remain range bound during the
year (Chart 2).
37. It is important to re-emphasise that although
inflation has remained persistently high over the past
two years, during the 2000s, it averaged around 5.5 per
cent, both in terms of WPI and CPI, down from its
earlier trend rate of about 7.5 per cent. Given this
record, the conduct of monetary policy will continue
to condition and contain perception of inflation in the
range of 4.0-4.5 per cent. This is in line with the
medium-term objective of 3.0 per cent inflation
consistent with India’s broader integration into the
global economy.
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Monetary Aggregates
38. Consistent with growth and inflation projections,
M3 growth for 2012-13, for policy purposes, is projected
at 15 per cent. Consequently, aggregate deposits of SCBs
are projected to grow by 16 per cent. Keeping in view
the need to balance the resource requirements of the
private sector and the public sector, growth in non-food
credit of SCBs is projected at 17 per cent. As always,
these numbers are indicative projections and not
targets.

Risk Factors
39. The indicative projections of growth and inflation
for 2012-13 are subject to a number of risks as indicated
below:
i)
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The outlook for global commodity prices,
especially of crude oil, is uncertain. Global crude
and petroleum product prices have increased
sharply since the TQR in January 2012. While
global demand-supply imbalances, tight
inventories and abundant global liquidity have
contributed to this, price pressures have been
recently accentuated by geo-political developments.
Although upside risks to oil prices from the
demand side are limited, geo-political tensions are
a concern, and any disruption in supplies may

lead to further increase in crude oil prices. This
will have implications for domestic growth,
inflation and the fiscal and current account
deficits.
ii)

The fiscal deficit of the Central Government has
remained elevated since 2008-09. The fiscal
slippage in 2011-12 was also significantly high.
Even though the Union Budget envisages a
reduction in the fiscal deficit in 2012-13, several
upside risks to the budgeted fiscal deficit remain.
In particular, containment of non-plan expenditure
within the budget estimates for 2012-13 is
contingent upon the Government’s ability to
adhere to its commitment of capping subsidies.
Going by the recent burden-sharing arrangements
with the oil marketing companies (OMCs), the
budget estimate of compensation for underrecoveries of OMCs at the present level of
international crude prices is likely to fall
significantly short of the required amount. Any
slippage in the fiscal deficit will have implications
for inflation.

iii) Further, the large fiscal deficit also has led to large
borrowing requirements by the Government. The
budgeted net market borrowings through dated
securities for 2012-13 at `4.8 trillion were even
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higher than the expanded borrowings of `4.4
trillion last year. Such large borrowings have the
potential to crowd out credit to the private sector.
Crowding out of the more productive private credit
demand will become more critical if there is fiscal
slippage.
iv)

v)

For the quarter ended December 2011, the CAD
was very high at 4.3 per cent of GDP. This level is
unsustainable and needs to be contained. With
global capital flows to emerging markets projected
at lower levels in 2012, financing of the CAD will
continue to pose a major challenge.
Inflation in protein-based items continues to be
in double digits with little sign of trend reversal.
This is mainly because of structural imbalances in
such commodities. The Government has
announced some supply-side measures to redress
protein-inflation in the medium to long term. In
the near future, however, the pressure on prices
of protein-rich items will continue to be a risk
factor for food inflation.

III. The Policy Stance
40. After raising the policy rate by 375 basis points
during March 2010- October 2011 to contain inflation
and anchor inflation expectations, the Reserve Bank
paused in its mid-quarter review (MQR) of December
2011. Subsequent growth-inflation dynamics prompted
the Reserve Bank to indicate that no further tightening
was required and that future actions would be towards
lowering the rates.
41. Against the backdrop of global and domestic
macroeconomic conditions, outlook and risks, the
policy stance for 2012-13 has been guided by the two
major considerations.

December-January, inflation softened on account of a
decline in food prices, however, in the following two
months, inflation softening was driven largely by
moderation in the core components reflecting a
slowdown in demand.
44. Against this backdrop, the stance of monetary
policy is intended to:


Adjust policy rates to levels consistent with the
current growth moderation.



Guard against risks of demand-led inflationary
pressures re-emerging.



Provide a greater liquidity cushion to the financial
system.

IV. Monetary Measures
45. On the basis of the current assessment and in line
with policy stance outlined in Section III, the Reserve
Bank announces the following policy measures.

Repo Rate
46. It has been decided to:


reduce the repo rate under the liquidity adjustment
facility (LAF) by 50 basis points from 8.5 per cent
to 8.0 per cent with immediate effect.

Reverse Repo Rate
47. The reverse repo rate under the LAF, determined
with a spread of 100 basis points below the repo rate,
stands adjusted to 7.0 per cent with immediate effect.

Marginal Standing Facility
48. In order to provide greater liquidity cushion, it has
been decided to:


42. First, growth decelerated significantly to 6.1 per
cent in Q3 of 2011-12, though it is expected to have
recovered moderately in Q4. Based on the current
assessment, the economy is clearly operating below its
post-crisis trend.

raise the borrowing limit of scheduled commercial
banks under the marginal standing facility (MSF)
from 1 per cent to 2 per cent of their net demand
and time liabilities (NDTL) outstanding at the end
of second preceding fortnight with immediate
effect.

43. Second, as earlier projected, headline WPI inflation
as well as non-food manufactured products inflation
moderated significantly by March 2012. During

49. Banks can continue to access the MSF even if they
have excess statutory liquidity ratio (SLR) holdings, as
hitherto.
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50. The MSF rate, determined with a spread of 100
basis points above the repo rate, stands adjusted to 9.0
per cent with immediate effect.

liquidity comfort. However, should the situation
change, appropriate and proactive steps will be taken
with the objective of restoring comfort zone conditions.

Bank Rate

Expected Outcomes

51. The Bank Rate stands adjusted to 9.0 per cent
with immediate effect.

56. The policy actions taken are expected to:


stabilise growth around its current post-crisis
trend;

52. The cash reserve ratio (CRR) of scheduled banks
has been retained at 4.75 per cent of their NDTL.



contain risks of inflation and inflation expectations
re-surging; and

Guidance



enhance the liquidity cushion available to the
system.

Cash Reserve Ratio

53. The reduction in the repo rate is based on an
assessment of growth having slowed below its postcrisis trend rate which, in turn, is contributing to a
moderation in core inflation. However, it must be
emphasised that the deviation of growth from its trend
is modest. At the same time, upside risks to inflation
persist. These considerations inherently limit the space
for further reduction in policy rates.
54. Moreover, persistent demand pressures emerging
from inadequate steps to contain subsidies as indicated
in the recent Union Budget will further reduce whatever
space there is. In this context, it must be pointed out
that, while revisions in administered prices may
adversely impact headline inflation, the appropriate
monetary policy response to this should be based on
whether the higher prices translate into generalised
inflationary pressures. Although the likelihood of a
pass-through depends on the strength of the pricing
power in the economy, which is currently abating, the
risk of a pass-through cannot be ignored altogether.
Overall, from the perspective of vulnerabilities
emerging from the fiscal and current account deficits,
it is imperative for macroeconomic stability that
administered prices of petroleum products are
increased to reflect their true costs of production.
55. On liquidity, conditions are steadily moving
towards the comfort zone of the Reserve Bank, as
reflected in the decline in banks’ borrowings from the
LAF and the behaviour of money market rates. The
increase in the MSF limit will provide additional
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Mid-Quarter Review of Monetary Policy 201213
57. The next mid-quarter review of Monetary Policy
for 2012-13 will be announced through a press release
on Monday, June 18, 2012.

First Quarter Review of Monetary Policy 201213
58. The First Quarter Review of Monetary Policy for
2012-13 is scheduled on Tuesday, July 31, 2012.

Part B. Developmental and
Regulatory Policies
59. This part of the Statement reviews the progress
in various developmental and regulatory policy
measures announced by the Reserve Bank in the recent
policy statements and also sets out new measures.
60. Financial institutions and markets continue to
operate in an uncertain global environment. Efforts are
underway globally to reform the regulatory and
supervisory frameworks; augment capital and liquidity
buffers; improve risk management practices; adopt
prudential compensation models; institute sound
information technology (IT) governance and security
systems; and bring about transparency in operations
as well as reporting. These and a host of other measures
are intended to enhance the resilience and risk bearing
capacity of financial institutions and markets so as to
safeguard the financial system from recurrent crises.
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61. In India, reforms have continued with a view to
building a robust and resilient financial system. More
stringent capital and liquidity measures for commercial
banks have been implemented and steps have been
taken to build provision buffers. Basel III capital and
liquidity standards for banks are in the process of being
prescribed. New prudential compensation practices
have been adopted. Various institutional mechanisms
and tools for monitoring systemic risks have been put
in place. Efforts are being made to develop effective
macroprudential supervision.
62. Apart from commercial banks, measures have been
taken to strengthen urban co-operative banks (UCBs),
non-banking financial companies (NBFCs) and microfinance institutions (MFIs). Alongside reforms in
various segments of financial system, the focus on
financial inclusion continues. The Reserve Bank has
also engaged with banks to improve customer service.

I. Financial Stability
Assessment of Financial Stability
63. The fourth Financial Stability Report (FSR) was
released in December 2011. According to the assessment
made in the report, the domestic financial system
remained robust, though risks to stability increased in
the recent period. That the financial system remained
robust was evidenced by a series of macro-financial
stress tests, which assessed the resilience of the
banking system to adverse macroeconomic
developments. Stress tests also revealed that banks’
capital adequacy remained above regulator y
requirements, even under severe stress scenarios.
64. The Reserve Bank instituted a systemic risk survey
(SRS) to supplement its assessment of systemic risks
through wider consultation. The findings of the SRS
also reaffirmed the stability of the system. Over half
the respondents were ‘confident’ or ‘very confident’
about the stability of the Indian financial system.
However, according to the survey, deterioration in asset
quality was identified as one of the major risks faced
by banks.
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II. Financial Markets
Working Group on G-Sec and Interest Rate
Derivatives Market
65. As announced in the Second Quarter Review (SQR)
of October 2011, a Working Group (Chairman: Shri R.
Gandhi) was constituted to examine ways to enhance
liquidity in the G-Sec and interest rate derivatives
markets. The Working Group is in the process of
finalising its draft report, which will be placed on the
Reserve Bank’s website by end-May 2012 for wider
feedback. Based on the feedback/comments received
from market participants, the Group will finalise its
report.

Introduction of a Web-based System for Access
to NDS-Auction and NDS-OM
66. To facilitate direct participation of retail and
mid-segment investors in G-Sec auctions, the
Reserve Bank has allowed web-based access to
negotiated dealing system (NDS)-auction system
developed by the Clearing Corporation of India Ltd.
(CCIL). The system allows gilt account holders to
directly place their bids in the auction system
through a primary member’s portal, as against the
earlier practice wherein the primary member used
to combine bids of all constituents and bid in the
market on their behalf. A similar web-based access
to NDS-order matching (OM) system for secondary
market transaction is under development and is
expected to be implemented by end-June 2012.

III. Credit Delivery and Financial Inclusion
Financial Inclusion Plan for Banks
67. It was indicated in the Monetary Policy Statement
of May 2011 that all public and private sector banks
had prepared and submitted their board approved
three-year financial inclusion plans (FIPs). These
contained self-set targets in respect of opening of rural
brick and mortar branches; deployment of business
correspondents (BCs); coverage of unbanked villages
with population above 2,000 as also other unbanked
villages with population below 2,000 through branches/
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BCs/other modes; opening of no-frills accounts; kisan
credit cards (KCCs) and general credit cards (GCCs)
issued; and other specific products designed by them
to cater to the financially excluded segments.
68. A brief analysis of the progress made under FIPs
of banks shows that penetration of banks in rural areas
has increased manifold. As against 21,475 brick and
mortar branches of these banks in rural areas as in early
March 2010, banks are now providing banking services
in rural areas through 1,38,502 outlets comprising
24,085 rural branches, 1,11,948 BC outlets and 2,469
outlets through other modes. No-frills accounts have
increased to around 99 million with an outstanding
balance of above `87 billion with the addition of about
50 million new no-frills accounts since April 2010.
69. Going forward, the focus will be more on the
number and value of transactions in no-frills accounts
and credit disbursed through information and
communication technology (ICT) based BC outlets. For
the purpose, banks have been advised that FIPs
prepared by their head offices are disaggregated at
respective controlling offices and further at branch
levels. They were also advised to put in place a
mechanism to monitor the progress at these levels
periodically.

Roadmap for Provision of Banking Services
in Villages with Population below 2,000
70. In pursuance of the announcement made in the
Monetary Policy Statement of April 2010, the roadmap
to provide banking services in every village with a
population above 2,000 was finalised by state level
bankers’ committees (SLBCs). Under the roadmap,
74,414 villages with population above 2,000 were
identified as unbanked, which were allocated to various
banks, including regional rural banks (RRBs) for
providing banking services by March 2012. Banks have
covered 74,199 (99.7 per cent) of these unbanked
villages. Now the challenge is to cover all the unbanked
villages of the country. Accordingly, it is proposed:
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to mandate SLBCs to prepare a roadmap covering
all unbanked villages of population less than 2,000
and notionally allot these villages to banks for

providing banking services in a time-bound
manner.
71. Detailed guidelines in this regard will be issued
separately.
72. While all the efforts made for financial inclusion
have expanded the access to banking services, it is also
important that quality services are provided through
newly set up ICT based BC delivery model. It is,
therefore, necessary to have an intermediate brick and
mortar structure between the present base branch and
BC locations so as to provide support to about 8-10 BC
units at a reasonable distance of 3-4 kilometres. This
could be in the form of a low cost simple brick and
mortar structure consisting of minimum infrastructure
such as a core banking solution (CBS) terminal linked
to a pass book printer and a safe for cash retention for
operating larger customer transactions. This will lead
to efficiency in cash management, documentation,
redressal of customer grievances and close supervision
of BC operations. These BC outlets will be treated as
bank branches only when managed by full time
authorised employees of banks, in which case they will
be subject to regulatory reporting.

Redefining the Priority Sector
73. As indicated in the SQR of October 2011, the
Reserve Bank had constituted a Committee (Chairman:
Shri M. V. Nair) to re-examine the existing classification
and suggest revised guidelines with regard to priority
sector lending classification and related issues. The
Committee submitted its report in February 2012. It
made the following major recommendations: (i) the
existing target of the domestic scheduled commercial
banks for lending to the priority sector be retained; (ii)
the sector ‘agriculture and allied activities’ be a
composite sector within priority sector; (iii) a sub-target
for small and marginal farmers within agriculture and
allied activities be segregated; (iv) a sub-target for micro
enterprises under the micro and small enterprises
(MSE) category be stipulated; (v) the priority sector
target for foreign banks be increased to 40 per cent of
adjusted net bank credit (ANBC) or credit equivalent of
off-balance sheet exposure (CEOBE), whichever is
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higher with sub-targets of 15 per cent for exports and
15 per cent for the MSE sector; (vi) non-tradable priority
sector lending certificates (PSLCs) be allowed on a pilot
basis; (vii) bank loans to non-bank financial
intermediaries for on-lending to specified segments be
allowed to be reckoned for classification under priority
sector, up to a maximum of 5 per cent of ANBC or
CEOBE, whichever is higher; and (viii) the present
system of report-based reporting may be improved
through data-based reporting. The report has been
placed on the Reserve Bank’s website for inviting
comments/suggestions. The Reserve Bank will take a
view on the recommendations in the light of feedback
received.

Rural Co-operatives
Licensing of Co-operatives
74. The Committee on Financial Sector Assessment
(Chairman: Dr. Rakesh Mohan and Co-Chairman: Shri
Ashok Chawla) had recommended that rural cooperative banks, which failed to obtain a licence by
end-March 2012, should not be allowed to operate. The
Reserve Bank, along with the National Bank for
Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD)
implemented a roadmap for issuing licences to
unlicensed state co-operative banks (StCBs) and district
central co-operative banks (DCCBs) in a non-disruptive
manner, to ensure the completion of licensing work by
end-March 2012. After considering the NABARD’s
recommendations for issuance of licences based on
inspection/quick scrutiny, one out of 31 StCBs and 41
out of 371 DCCBs were found to be unable to meet the
licensing criteria by end-March 2012. In this regard,
suitable action will be initiated in due course.

Streamlining of Short-Term Co-operative
Credit Structure
75. After recapitalisation of the three-tier short-term
co-operative credit structure (STCCS), 41 DCCBs having
high level of financial impairment as of end-March 2012
were unable to meet the licensing criteria. In order to
examine issues of structural constraints and explore
strengthening of the rural co-operative credit
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architecture with appropriate institutions and
instruments of credit to fulfil credit needs, it is
proposed:


to constitute a Working Group to review the
STCCS, which will undertake an in-depth analysis
of the STCCS and examine various alternatives
with a view to reducing the cost of credit, including
feasibility of setting up of a two-tier STCCS as
against the existing three-tier structure.

Urban Co-operative Banks
Exposure of UCBs to Housing, Real Estate and
Commercial Real Estate
76. At present, UCBs are permitted to assume
aggregate exposure on real estate, commercial real
estate and housing loans up to a maximum of 10 per
cent of their total assets with an additional limit of 5
per cent of their total assets for housing loans up to
`1.5 million. In order to facilitate enhanced priority
sector lending, it is decided:


to permit UCBs to utilise the additional limit of 5
per cent of their total assets for granting housing
loans up to `2.5 million, which is covered under
the priority sector.

77. Detailed guidelines in this regard will be issued
separately.

Licences for Setting up New Urban
Co-operative Banks
78. As announced in the Monetary Policy Statement
of April 2010, an Expert Committee (Chairman: Shri Y.
H. Malegam) was constituted in October 2010 for
studying the advisability of granting licences for setting
up new UCBs. The Committee was also mandated to
look into the feasibility of an umbrella organisation for
the UCB sector. The Committee submitted its report in
August 2011. The report was placed in public domain
in September 2011 for comments and suggestions from
stakeholders. In the light of the feedback received, it
is proposed:


to issue the guidelines on licensing for setting up
new UCBs by end-June 2012.
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Customer Service
Implementation of the Damodaran Committee
Report
79. It was announced in the SQR of October 2011 to
implement the recommendations of the Committee on
Customer Service in Banks (Chairman: Shri M.
Damodaran), on which a broad consensus had emerged,
as also the action points which were identified by the
Indian Banks’ Association (IBA) and the Banking Codes
and Standards Board of India (BCSBI) in the Annual
Conference of Banking Ombudsmen held in September
2011. Further, it was indicated that the matter would
be pursued with the stakeholders in respect of
remaining recommendations of the Damodaran
Committee.
80. The Damodaran Committee had made a total of
232 recommendations. Of these, 107 recommendations
have since been implemented and the IBA has issued
operating guidelines to the member banks in this
regard. There are another 19 recommendations that are
under the accepted category where appropriate
guidelines are expected to be issued by the IBA shortly.
The Reserve Bank held discussions with the IBA, the
BCSBI, the Institute for Development & Research in
Banking Technology (IDRBT) and the National Payment
Corporation of India (NPCI) to work out the modalities
for taking forward the implementation task of the
remaining recommendations made by the Damodaran
Committee. The IBA has now constituted a sub-group
to examine the implementation of the remaining
recommendations after studying the relevant
international standards and best practices.

Home Loans on a Floating Interest Rate Basis
– Abolition of Foreclosure Charges/
Prepayment Penalty
81. The Damodaran Committee had observed that
foreclosure charges levied by banks on prepayment of
home loans were resented upon by home loan
borrowers across the board, especially since banks were
found to be hesitant in passing on the benefits of lower
interest rates to the existing borrowers in a falling
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interest rate scenario. As such, foreclosure charges are
seen as a restrictive practice deterring the borrowers
from switching over to cheaper available source.
82. It is felt that the removal of foreclosure charges/
prepayment penalty on home loans will lead to a
reduction in the discrimination between existing and
new borrowers and the competition among banks will
result in finer pricing of home loans with the floating
rate. Though many banks have, in the recent past,
voluntarily abolished the pre-payment penalties on
their floating rate home loans, there is a need for
ensuring uniformity across the banking system in this
regard. Accordingly, it is proposed:


not to permit banks to levy foreclosure charges/
pre-payment penalties on home loans on a floating
interest rate basis.

83. Detailed guidelines in this regard will be issued
separately.

Variation in Interest Rates on Deposits to be
Minimal
84. The Reserve Bank has stipulated, inter alia, that
banks should not discriminate in the matter of interest
rate paid on deposits, except in respect of fixed deposit
schemes specifically meant for resident Indian senior
citizens and single term deposits of `1.5 million and
above. However, it is observed that there are wide
variations in banks’ retail and bulk deposits rates,
making it unfair to retail depositors. Further, banks are
offering significantly different rates on deposits with
very little difference in maturities. This suggests
inadequate liquidity management system and
inadequate pricing methodologies. It is, therefore,
advised that:


banks should have a board approved transparent
policy on pricing of liabilities and they should also
ensure that variation in interest rates on single
term deposits of `1.5 million and above and other
term deposits is minimal.

85. Detailed guidelines in this regard will be issued
separately.
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Unique Customer Identification Code for
Banks’ Customers in India
86. Availability of a unique customer identification
code (UCIC) will help banks to identify a customer,
track the facilities availed, monitor financial transactions
in various accounts, improve risk profiling, take a
holistic view of customer profile and smoothen banking
operations for the customer. While some of the Indian
banks have already developed UCIC, there is no unique
number to identify a single customer across the
organisation in many banks. In this regard, the
Government of India has already initiated some
measures as a working group constituted by them has
proposed the introduction of unique identifiers for
customers across different banks and financial
institutions. While such a system for the entire financial
system is desirable, it is likely to take quite some time
for a complete roll out. As a first step, banks are advised:


to initiate steps to allot UCIC number to all their
customers while entering into any new
relationships in the case of all individual customers
to begin with. Similarly, existing individual
customers may also be allotted unique customer
identification code by end-April 2013.

87. Detailed guidelines in this regard will be issued
separately.

Access to Banking Services - Basic Bank Deposit
Account
88. Financial inclusion has been high on the agenda
of the Reserve Bank. With a view to providing fillip to
this concept, banks were advised, in November 2005,
to make available a basic banking ‘no-frills’ account
with either ‘nil’ or very low minimum balance as well
as charges that would make such accounts accessible
to vast sections of the population. The nomenclature
of the account in this manner has tended to signify
that these accounts are opened more with a view to
indicating achievement of numerical targets under the
financial inclusion plans. On a review, it has been
decided to modify the guidelines on opening of basic
banking ‘no-frills’ accounts with a view to doing away
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with the stigma associated with the nomenclature and
making the basic banking facilities available in a more
uniform manner across the banking system. Accordingly,
it is proposed that:


banks should offer a ‘basic savings bank deposit
account’ with certain minimum common facilities
and without the requirement of minimum balance
to all their customers.

89. Detailed guidelines in this regard will be issued
separately.

IV. Regulatory and Supervisory Measures
for Commercial Banks
Strengthening the Resilience of the Banking
Sector
Implementation of Basel III Capital Regulations
90. As indicated in the SQR of October 2011, the
Reserve Bank prepared the draft guidelines on Basel III
– Implementation of Capital Regulations in India, which
were placed on its website in December 2011, for
comments/suggestions from various stakeholders. The
draft guidelines provide for a roadmap for smooth
implementation of Basel III capital regulations in terms
of the transitional arrangements (phase-in) of capital
ratios and grandfathering (phase-out) of ineligible
capital instruments. The Reserve Bank is also in the
process of estimating, on the basis of data collected
from banks, the likely impact of the proposed Basel III
norms on banks’ capital position and leverage. The
estimation exercise, as also the comments/suggestions
from various stakeholders, will form the basis for
finalising the guidelines on capital regulations. It is
proposed:


to issue the final guidelines on the implementation
of Basel III capital regulations by end-April 2012.

Implementation of Liquidity Risk Management
and Basel III Framework on Liquidity Standards
91. Based on the documents Principles for Sound
Liquidity Risk Management and Supervision as well as
Basel III: International Framework for Liquidity Risk
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Measurement, Standards and Monitoring published by
the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) in
September 2008 and December 2010 respectively, the
Reserve Bank prepared draft guidelines on Liquidity
Risk Management and Basel III Framework on Liquidity
Standards, which were placed on its website in February
2012 for comments and feedback.
92. The draft guidelines consolidate the various
instructions/guidance on liquidity risk management
that the Reserve Bank has issued from time to time in
the past, and where appropriate, harmonises and
enhances these instructions/guidance in line with the
BCBS’s Principles for Sound Liquidity Risk Management
and Supervision. They include enhanced guidance on
liquidity risk governance, measurement, monitoring
and the reporting to the Reserve Bank on liquidity
positions. The draft guidelines also cover two minimum
global regulatory standards, viz., liquidity coverage ratio
(LCR) and net stable funding ratio (NSFR) as set out in
the Basel III rules text.
93. While the enhanced liquidity risk management
measures are to be implemented by banks immediately
after finalisation of the draft guidelines, the Basel III
regulatory standards, viz., LCR and NSFR, will be
binding on banks from January 1, 2015 and January 1,
2018, respectively. Till then, banks will have to comply
with Basel III guidelines on a best effort basis. This will
prepare banks for transition to the Basel III requirements.
It is proposed:


to issue the final guidelines on liquidity risk
management and Basel III framework on liquidity
standards by end-May 2012, after taking into
account the suggestions/ feedback received.

Bank Finance to NBFCs Predominantly
Engaged in Lending against Gold
94. NBFCs that are predominantly engaged in lending
against collateral of gold jewellery have recorded
significant growth in recent years, both in terms of their
balance sheet size and physical presence. Certain
prudential measures have been taken on account of
regulatory concerns, given the rapid pace of their
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business growth and the nature of their business model
which has inherent concentration risk. The measures
include a loan-to-value (LTV) ratio not exceeding 60 per
cent for loans against collateral of gold jewellery and a
minimum Tier 1 capital of 12 per cent by April 1, 2014.
It has also been stipulated that NBFCs should not grant
any advance against bullion/primary gold and gold
coins.
95. The rapid expansion of such NBFCs has led to their
increased dependence on public funds, including bank
finance. To supplement the prudential measures
mentioned above, it is proposed that:


banks should reduce their regulatory exposure
ceiling in a single NBFC, having gold loans to the
extent of 50 per cent or more of its total financial
assets, from the existing 10 per cent to 7.5 per
cent of bank’s capital funds. However, exposure
ceiling may go up by 5 per cent, i.e., up to 12.5 per
cent of bank’s capital funds if the additional
exposure is on account of funds on-lent by NBFCs
to the infrastructure sector; and



banks should have an internal sub-limit on their
aggregate exposure to all such NBFCs, having gold
loans to the extent of 50 per cent or more of their
total financial assets, taken together.

96. Detailed guidelines in this regard will be issued
separately.

Lending by NBFCs against Gold: Constitution
of a Working Group
97. There has been significant increase in loans by
NBFCs against gold in the recent period. There are also
complaints against some NBFCs that they are not
scrupulously following proper documentation process
and know your customer (KYC) norms, among others,
in order to quickly dispose off the cases relating to gold
loans. Gold imports have also increased sharply, raising
macroeconomic concerns. To undertake a detailed study
of all these aspects, a Working Group (Convener: Shri
K. U. B. Rao) has been constituted. The major terms of
reference of the Group include: (i) to assess the trends
in demand for gold loans and to study how it has
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influenced gold imports; (ii) to analyse the implication
of gold imports for external and financial stability; (iii)
to study the trends in gold price and to examine
whether NBFCs extending gold loans have any role in
influencing the gold price; (iv) to examine the sources
of funds of NBFCs for gold loans, especially their
borrowings from the banking system; and (v) to
examine the current practices of NBFCs involved in
lending against the collateral of gold. The Working
Group is expected to submit the report by end-July
2012.

restructuring facilities expeditiously to preserve their
economic value. During annual financial inspection
(AFIs), it has been observed that the restructuring
facilities are not readily extended to small accounts. To
improve the banks’ ability to manage their nonperforming assets (NPAs) and restructured accounts in
an effective manner and considering that almost all
branches of banks have been fully computerised, it is
proposed:


to mandate banks to put in place a robust
mechanism for early detection of signs of distress,
and measures, including prompt restructuring in
the case of all viable accounts wherever required,
with a view to preserving the economic value of
such accounts; and



to mandate banks to have proper system generated
segment–wise data on their NPA accounts, writeoffs, compromise settlements, recovery and
restructured accounts.

Implementation of KYC/AML Guidelines
98. Risk categorisation of customers as also
compilation, periodic updation of customer profiles
and monitoring and closure of alerts in accounts by
banks are very important for effective implementation
of KYC, anti-money laundering (AML) and combating
of financing of terrorism (CFT) measures apart from
helping their business development. It is, however,
obser ved that there are laxities in effective
implementation of the Reserve Bank’s guidelines on
KYC/AML measures. Any weakness in the KYC/AML
process would leave banks vulnerable to operational
risk. Banks should, therefore, ensure compliance with
the regulatory guidelines on KYC/AML in both letter
and spirit. Accordingly, it is proposed:


to mandate banks to complete the process of risk
categorisation and compiling/updating profiles of
all of their existing customers in a time-bound
manner, and in any case not later than end-March
2013.

99. Detailed guidelines in this regard will be issued
separately.

NPA Management – Requirement of a Strong
Mechanism and Granular Data
100. The asset quality of banks is one of the most
important indicators of their financial health. It also
reflects the efficacy of banks’ credit risk management
and the recovery environment. It is important that the
signs of distress in all stressed accounts are detected
early and those which are viable are also extended
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101. Detailed guidelines in this regard will be issued
separately.

Strengthening the Regulatory Framework for
Unclaimed Deposits
102. Banks were advised from time to time to
strengthen their machinery and play an active role in
finding the whereabouts of the account holders of
unclaimed deposits or whose accounts have remained
inoperative. Despite such instructions, banks have not
been pro-active in tracing customers linked with
unclaimed deposits/inoperative accounts. Also, the
need to identify the owners of these unclaimed
deposits/inoperative accounts is closely linked to KYC
due diligence. It is, therefore, imperative to further
strengthen the regulatory framework for inoperative
accounts and unclaimed deposits. Accordingly, it is
proposed:


to mandate banks to have a board approved policy
on classification of unclaimed deposits; grievance
redressal mechanism for quick resolution of
complaints; record keeping; and periodic review
of such accounts.
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103. Detailed guidelines in this regard will be issued
separately.

Fixed Interest Rate Products
104. Banks have the freedom to offer all categories of
loans on a fixed or floating interest rate basis, subject
to conformity with their asset liability management
(ALM) frameworks. They also have the freedom to offer
floating rate on domestic term deposits clearly linked
to a market determined external anchor rate, in
addition to fixed rate deposits. It is observed that while
interest rates on deposits are predominantly fixed, most
of the retail loan products, especially home loans, have
been sanctioned on a floating interest rate basis,
thereby exposing the borrowers to uncertain interest
rate movements. On the other hand, banks have the
wherewithal to manage such interest rate risk. In order
to examine the issue, it is proposed:


to set up a Working Group to assess the feasibility
of introducing more long-term fixed interest rate
loan products by banks.

Bank Resolution Mechanism: Strengthening
Regulatory Framework
105. The Financial Stability Board (FSB) has proposed
a set of twelve core elements, viz., ‘the key attributes’,
as essential components that would allow the
resolution authorities to resolve financial institutions
in an orderly manner without severe systemic
disruption and without exposing taxpayers to loss,
while maintaining continuity of vital economic
functions of the non-viable firms through absorption
of losses by the shareholders and unsecured and
uninsured creditors. The ‘key attributes’ call for an
effective ‘resolution regime’ to be in place in all
jurisdictions (member countries) that provides the
resolution authority with a broad range of powers/tools
and options to resolve a firm that is no longer viable
and has no reasonable prospect of becoming so.
106. In order to examine the current gaps, vis-à-vis the
‘key attributes’, in the Indian resolution regime for the
banking system in particular and to suggest the nature
and extent of the legislative and regulatory changes
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needed to address such gaps, an internal Working
Group (Chairman: Shri B. Mahapatra) on resolution
regime was constituted in March 2012.

Guidelines on Securitisation
107. With a view to developing an orderly and healthy
securitisation market and ensuring greater alignment
of the interests of the originators and the investors, it
was considered necessary to prescribe a minimum
lock-in-period and minimum retention criteria for
securitised loans originated and purchased by banks
and NBFCs. Accordingly, a discussion paper and draft
guidelines on securitisation transactions were issued
in April 2010 for public comments. After considering
the feedback received and international developments
during the intervening period, revised draft guidelines
were issued for public comments in September 2011.
Taking into account comments received from various
stakeholders, it is proposed:


to issue the final guidelines on securitisation by
end-April 2012.

Dynamic Provisioning
108. Pursuant to the announcement in the SQR of
October 2011, a discussion paper on Introduction of
Dynamic Loan Loss Provisioning Framework for Banks
in India was placed on the Reserve Bank’s website in
March 2012, soliciting views/comments from banks
and other stakeholders. The guidelines on dynamic
provisioning would be finalised after taking into
consideration the views/comments on the discussion
paper.

Compensation Practices
109. It was announced in the SQR of October 2011 that
the Reserve Bank was in the process of issuing the final
guidelines on compensation based on the FSB’s
Principles on Sound Compensation Practices. Taking
into account feedback/comments received, final
guidelines on compensation were issued to all private
sector banks and foreign banks in India in January 2012.
The guidelines cover effective governance of
compensation, alignment of compensation with
prudent risk-taking, and disclosures. These guidelines
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supersede the Reserve Bank’s extant guidelines relating
to compensation. The policy will come into effect from
the financial year 2012-13.

Working Group on Pricing of Credit
110. As indicated in the SQR of October 2011, a Working
Group on Pricing of Credit (Chairman: Shri Anand
Sinha) was constituted in January 2012 to review the
current practice regarding pricing of floating rate loan
products in India vis-à-vis the international practices.
The Group will also study the methodology of
determination of credit spreads and its components
and suggest measures for appropriate pricing of floating
rate loan products to improve transparency in pricing
and loan documentations. The Working Group, which
is required to submit its report by end-July 2012, held
its first meeting in February 2012.

Working Group on Restructuring of Advances
by Banks
111. As indicated in the SQR of October 2011, a Working
Group (Chairman: Shri B. Mahapatra) was constituted
in January 2012 to review the existing prudential
guidelines on restructuring of advances by banks/
financial institutions and suggest revisions taking into
account the best international practices and accounting
standards. The Group has representation from select
banks, the IBA, the Government of India, corporate debt
restructuring cell and regulator y/super visor y
departments of the Reserve Bank. The Group is
expected to submit its report by end-July 2012.

Super visor y Policies, Procedures and
Processes: A Comprehensive Review
112. A High Level Steering Committee (Chairman: Dr.
K. C. Chakrabarty) was set up by the Reserve Bank to
review the existing supervisory processes in respect of
commercial banks in India. A Technical Committee,
comprising officers from the Reserve Bank and
representatives from a few banks, has also been
constituted to aid and assist the Steering Committee.
The Committee, among others, has taken up the work
with regard to (i) moving supervisory approach from
examining the past performance through capital
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adequacy, asset quality, management, earning, liquidity
and system and control (CAMELS) model to predicting
the path and passage of risks; (ii) preparing the
supervisory apparatus to focus not just on regulatory
compliance and solvency of a bank but also on finding
out riskiness of a bank, its business preparedness to
adopt risk lines irrespective of the size and delineate
the impact of a failure; (iii) prescribing necessary
ingredients for adapting risk based business conduct
with indicative time lines; and (iv) devising rating
methods which also capture fair, transparent and nondiscriminatory pricing to customers. The Committee
is expected to submit its report by end-July 2012.

V. Institutional Developments
Non-Banking Financial Companies
Overseas Investment by Core Investment
Companies
113. As indicated in the SQR of October 2011, core
investment companies (CICs) have, as their primary
activity, investment in equity shares of group entities
for the sake of holding stake in these companies. As a
holding company, a CIC may also need to invest in both
financial and non-financial entities overseas.
Accordingly, it is proposed:


to place the draft guidelines on overseas
investment by CICs on the Reserve Bank’s website
for public comments by end-April 2012.

Review of the Existing Regulatory Framework
for NBFCs
114. As indicated in the SQR of October 2011, the
Reserve Bank had constituted a Working Group
(Chairperson: Smt. Usha Thorat) to examine a range
of emerging issues pertaining to the regulation of the
NBFC sector in view of their growing importance and
inter-connectedness with other segments of the
financial system, which would have a bearing on
financial stability. The report was placed on the Reserve
Bank’s website in August 2011 for feedback from the
public. In the light of the feedback, it is proposed:


to issue the draft guidelines on the regulatory
framework for NBFCs by end-June 2012.
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Payment and Settlement Systems
White Label ATMs
115. At present, only banks are permitted to set up
automated teller machines (ATMs) in India. The Reserve
Bank has since reviewed the policy on ATMs and it has
been decided to permit non-banks to set up, own and
operate ATMs to accelerate the growth and penetration
of ATMs in the country. Such ATMs will be in the nature
of white label ATMs (WLA) and would provide services
to customers of all banks. While such WLAs will be
owned and operated by non-bank entities, cash
management and customer grievance redressal will be
in the domain of the sponsor banks. The draft
guidelines on WLAs were placed on the Reserve Bank’s
website for public comments in February 2012. Roles
and responsibilities of the stakeholders (WLA operators,
sponsor banks and ATM network operators) were
indicated in the draft circular keeping in view various
aspects, including cash management, ATM network
membership and customer grievance redressal. The
final guidelines will be issued, after taking into account
the views of public and stakeholders.

RuPay Card
116. In its Payment System Vision document 2009-12,
the Reserve Bank had envisaged the possibility of
launching a domestic card. Accordingly, NPCI was
authorised for a pilot launch of RuPay debit card. The
card has since been launched in March 2012. The RuPay
card is meant to promote a payments and settlement
platform for card transactions at a low processing fee,
making it viable for smaller merchant establishments
to accept card payments for even low-value transactions.
This is expected to provide a further fillip to card
transactions in the country, thereby reducing the use
of currency.

Membership of SWIFT Oversight Group
117. The Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial
Telecommunication (SWIFT) is presently subjected to
cooperative oversight by the G-10 central banks with
National Bank of Belgium as the lead overseer. The
SWIFT Co-operative Oversight Group (OG) is the forum
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through which the G-10 central banks conduct
cooperative oversight of SWIFT. The G-10 central banks
have since decided to expand the SWIFT Oversight
Forum by including the member countries of the
Committee on Payment and Settlement System (CPSS).
The Reserve Bank has been invited to join the SWIFT
Oversight Forum. In the meantime, it has been decided,
in principle, to permit the use of SWIFT for domestic
financial transactions, subject to certain conditions.
The operating modalities are being worked out.

Performance of the National Electronic Funds
Transfer System
118. All the refinements to the national electronic
funds transfer (NEFT) scheme have been well accepted
by the stakeholders and the product is growing in terms
of acceptability, reach and volumes handled. As at endMarch 2012, around 84,000 branches of 109 banks
participated in the NEFT system. During March 2012,
the volume of transactions processed increased to about
27 million. The monthly average volume for the year
2011-12 was around 19 million per month. Further, 71
out of 82 RRBs are now participating in NEFT as submembers through their sponsor banks. This has
ensured additional branch coverage of more than
12,000 bank branches under the NEFT ambit.
119. The Royal Monetary Authority (RMA) of Bhutan
successfully launched NEFT in December 2011 with
the assistance of the Reserve Bank. The RMA has further
sought the Reserve Bank’s assistance in linking their
national ATM switch with the national financial switch
(NFS) in India. Necessary support is being provided to
them in this regard as well.

IT Vision Document for 2011-17
120. Information Technology Vision Document 20112017 was released in February 2011. The Standing
Committee (Chairman: Shri Anand Sinha) has been
monitoring the progress of implementation of IT vision
of the Reserve Bank for 2011-17. Some of the important
initiatives in this regard were setting up of an IT SubCommittee of the Central Board, preparation of
business continuity plan (BCP) document for the Bank
as a whole, issue of IT project management guidelines
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for internal use and working on a structure for business
process reengineering. The IDRBT has started working
on important areas like governance and security, in the
process of evolving as centre of excellence. The IBA is
coordinating the activities of banks in the relevant
areas.

IT and IS Governance
121. Information Technology Vision Document 20112017, which was released in February 2011, also sets
priorities for commercial banks to move forward from
usage of CBS for front-end customer service to areas
such as management information system (MIS),
regulatory reporting, overall risk management, financial
inclusion and customer relationship management.
Recognising that possible operational risks arising out
of adopting technology in the banking sector could have
some impact on financial stability, the document has
emphasised the need for internal controls, risk
mitigation systems and BCPs. Towards this, banks may
work in improving their IT governance structures; and
evolve well defined information technology policies as
well as information security (IS) frameworks.
122. Adoption of well-structured IT governance models
will assist banks in enabling better alignment between
IT and business, create efficiencies, enhance conformity
to internationally accepted best practices and improve
overall IT performance, as also enable better control
and security. IT governance objectives may be translated
effectively and efficiently into improved performance.
In order to achieve the above, banks need to move
towards adoption of well-structured IT governance
models. At its own level, the Reserve Bank has set up
an IT Sub-Committee of the Central Board, chaired by
an external director, in order to strengthen its IT
governance mechanism.
123. Banks are increasingly relying on various IT based
channels to operate their businesses and market
interactions. Ability of banks to take advantage of new
opportunities would largely depend on their capability
to provide accessible and secure service channels.
However, this would also increase their exposure to
technology and operational risks, which have potential
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implications for individual banks as also for the entire
financial sector. Adoption of comprehensive IS
frameworks suiting the prevalent banking environment,
business goals, processes, people and technology will
be imperative to meet these challenges

Automated Data Flow from Banks
124. Following the announcement in the Monetary
Policy Statement of May 2011, banks have undertaken
to bring returns to be submitted to the Reserve Bank
under Automated Data Flow (ADF). A working group
comprising representations from banks and the Reserve
Bank has been constituted for guiding and monitoring
the implementation of the ADF project. Banks are
adopting different strategies for putting in place
systems and processes required for achieving
automation of internal data flow to generate returns
without manual intervention. Banks are required to
implement suitable solutions to generate all the
returns to be submitted to the Reserve Bank by endMarch 2013. The Reserve Bank has been closely
monitoring the progress of implementation.

Currency Management
Realignment of Business Processes and
Training
125. In order to align the currency management
systems with the emerging needs of the time and
leveraging technology, the critical areas of operational
importance have been revisited. A roadmap has been
prepared to realign the banks’ business processes
relating to currency management, for greater efficiency
and productivity.
126. With the increasing incidence of counterfeit
notes, the need for adequately trained personnel at
banks to identify such notes has increased manifold.
Such trained personnel manning the counters are not
only important for detection/identification of
counterfeit notes but also serving as a point of
awareness for members of public. While the Reserve
Bank and other banks have been conducting training
programmes, these, in the emerging scenario, may not
be adequate. The IBA, in consultation with the banks,
will ensure that all bank personnel handling cash are
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trained on features of genuine Indian bank notes with
the objective to train all such personnel within a period
of 3 years. The Reserve Bank will also provide faculty
support and training materials.

Detection and Reporting Mechanism of
Counterfeit Bank Notes
127. It has already been stipulated that bank notes in
the denomination of `100 and above are processed
through machines conforming to the standards/
parameters prescribed by the Reserve Bank, before
issuing them over their counters or through ATMs.
The stipulation has been made, inter alia, to ensure
that counterfeit notes are detected at bank/branch level
itself, thereby preventing their entry back into
circulation. It is also observed that despite the above
measure and after rationalising the procedure of filing
first information reports (FIRs), the detection and
subsequent reporting of counterfeit bank notes by
banks continue to be inadequate. This has serious
repercussions in that the Reserve Bank is not in a
position to assess the number of counterfeit notes in
circulation and its ramifications for the economy. In
order to address the above concerns, banks are advised:


to ensure that the notes received over the counters
are re-circulated only after ensuring their proper
authentication through machines; and



to streamline their system in a manner which will
make them bear the risk of counterfeit bank notes
rather than the common man who unknowingly
comes in possession of such notes.

128. Detailed guidelines in this regard will be issued
separately.
129. Banks are expected to painstakingly follow the
revised procedure for detection of counterfeit notes
and its reporting, as stipulated by the Reserve Bank.
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Distribution Channels of Bank Notes and Coins
130. At present, bank notes and coins are distributed
to the public through the regional offices of the Reserve
Bank and currency chests/bank branches. Keeping in
view the geographical spread of bank branch network
and leveraging technology, it has been decided:


to channelize the distribution of bank notes and
coins only through currency chests/bank branches,
thus making available the related services closer
to the customers. Banks are expected to strengthen
their distribution systems and procedures so as
to cater to the growing needs of the common man.

131. Detailed operational guidelines will be issued
separately, in consultation with banks.

High Level Committee on Demand for Coins
132. In the wake of increasing numbers of complaints
from various trade bodies and the members of public
on availability of coins, the Government of India
constituted a High Level Committee (Chairman: Dr. K.
C. Chakrabarty) to examine the issues relating to
increase in demand for coins and supply/distribution
bottlenecks so as to ensure regular and smooth
availability of coins to the public at large. The
Committee is expected to submit its report by end-May
2012.

Second Quarter Review
133. The next review of the developmental and
regulatory policies will be undertaken as part of the
Second Quarter Review of Monetary Policy on Tuesday,
October 30, 2012.
Mumbai
April 17, 2012
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